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Install base plate onto rail system via M4 x
12mm screws provided. These should be
installed firmly to maximize strength of lamp.
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Ensure power is disconnected to the lamp system by
physical switching- see safety precaution below.
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Install base plate onto rail stem via M4 x
12mm screws provided. These should be
installed firmly to maximize strength of lamp.

Position a light on the lamp rail in the orientation
desired.Swivel the clamp jaws so that they align
with any two adjacent power grooves in the
rail surface. The clamp can rotate max. 270°.
The ring lever around the clamps should be
perpendicular to the rail.

Position a light on the lamp rail in the orientation
desired. Swivel the clamp jaws so that they align with
any two adjacent power grooves in the rail surface.
The clamp can rotate max. 270°. Use the supplied
allen key to spread the cable apart and expose a
10mm section of copper wire in each groove.
See https://vimeo.com/316917565

Push the light against the rail so the two
clamp jaws insert into the grooves on the
rail. Ensure the rail iitself is supported from
the other side to resist this pressure without
bending the rail. Check the light is oriented
as desired.
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Ensure power is disconnected to the lamp
system by physical switching- see safety
precaution below.
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Ensure clamps are open the approximate width of the allen key.
Place against rail in grooves made in step 3 gently tighten the
two clamp screws while ensuring the jaws are engaging the rail
grooves correctly, check the light is oriented as desired, then
very firmly tighten both screws to lock the light in place.

Repeat the install process for all additional
lights, noting the power and weight
restrictions as specified on the Typography
Floor lamp data sheet. When all lights are
positioned, the rail may be switched back
on to illuminate the arrangement.
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While maintaining pressure, rotate the ring
lever around the clamp jaws, until the lever
is parallel with the rail. This will bring the jaws
together and the light will lock onto the rail,
both in location and swivel orientation. DO
NOT force the light to adjust/swivel after the
clamps are engaged - this will permanently
damage the connection.
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When the light is clamped on in a satisfactory
location, there is a grub screw on the ring lever
that must be tightened for increased locking
pressure and to prevent tool-less removal.
Always undo this prior to any future removal or
adjustments.

After fully tightening the clamp, the light will
lock onto the rail, both in location and swivel
orientation. DO NOT force the light to adjust/
swivel after the clamps are engaged - this will
permanently damage the connection.

Bluetooth Dimming Setup
Refer seperate instructions to setup Bluetooth for dimming and ISO/Android control.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
One light does not illuminate, but others on the same rail do.
Issue 1:
Potential Resolution: The clamp is not making adequate contact. Unpower the system, remove
and reattach the light. ensure the clamps are tightened.
Potential Resolution: The specific light is turned off via dimming control. Check all lights are
turned on in app.
No lights are illuminating.
Issue 2:
Potential Resolution: One light has been damaged during installation and the lamp is
automatically shutting down to protect the system from that light. Test by
unpowering, removing a single light and repowering.
Dimming not working.
Issue 3:
Potential Resolution: Follow dimming up instructions to ensure correct steps have been taken to
setup dimming.
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Example only, actual configuration may
differ from graphic.
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
-
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WARNING: Always ensure the rail system is unpowered before installing, removing, or modifying the positioning of a light. Ensure power is truly

switched off,Dimming
and the lights are
not merely de-activated via dimming control. NEVER adjust lights while the rail is powered, as this may cause 		
Bluetooth
Setup
low voltage sparking that can damage the power contacts.
WARNING: moving/swivelling lights while clamps are tightened will damage the light and void warranty.

Refer
separate instructions to setup Bluetooth for dimming and IOS/Android control.
Total weight of attached lights may not exceed 2.4kg.
Total power consumption of attached lights may not exceed 75W, refer to individual light brochure for wattage.
Modification of any fixture that is not clearly stated or intended may void warranty or result in unsafe situations.
TROUBLESHOOTING
Rakumba Lighting will not be held responsible for any damage caused by improper installation or assembly.

Issue 1:

One light does not illuminate, but others on the same lamp do.

